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Accession Agreement for an Academic Member

The academic institution
Department:
Chair/Director:
Contact:
Address:

Country:
and the Open Source Automation Development Lab (OSADL) eG hereby agree to include the above-cited institution
as an academic member in the OSADL eG. The academic institution will be listed on the Internet homepage
http://www.osadl.org as an academic member of the OSADL eG.

http://www.osadl.org . info@osadl.org . Phone +49 6221 98504 0 . Fax +49 6221 98504 80
Location: Heidelberg, Germany . Cooperative Register 700048 Mannheim District Court . Tax No. 32080/02883 . VAT-ID DE249975743
Directors: PHYTEC Messtechnik GmbH (represented by Axel Berghoff), TRUMPF GmbH + Co. KG (represented by Rainer Thieringer)
Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Hirschmann Automation and Control GmbH (represented by Robert Tordy)
Volksbank Neckartal eG . BLZ 672 917 00 . Account 19753506 . IBAN DE10672917000019753506 . SWIFT GENODE61NGD
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The purpose of the membership is for cooperation in the development of Open Source software for machine and
plant construction in the automation industry and does not represent an affiliation within the meaning of § 15 GenG
beyond § 8 I No. 5 GenG or § 2 IV of the by-laws of the OSADL eG. The academic member is in particular not required to acquire business assets or pay annual fees. Both parties can terminate the agreement at any time informally and without notice.
The parties grant each other the right to use lettering, logos or emblems of the other party when depicting the academic membership (for example on the Internet). Likewise, each party can cite the academic membership in
brochures, articles, informational material, research requests, etc. These rights expire upon termination of the
agreement without requiring specific notification.
Any additional rights granted by the OSADL to the academic member are freely revocable if not otherwise agreed.
This accession agreement is subject to the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany. The legal venue is Mannheim
in Germany.
Signatures
Location:
Date:

Agent of the academic institution:
(signature)
Contact of the academic institution:
(signature)
OSADL Directors:
(signature)

(signature)

